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Noninvasive imaging and quantification of bile salt 
hydrolase activity: From bacteria to humans
Pavlo V. Khodakivskyi1,2, Christian L. Lauber2*, Aleksey Yevtodiyenko2, Arkadiy A. Bazhin2, 
Stephen Bruce3, Tamar Ringel-Kulka4, Yehuda Ringel5,6,7, Bertrand Bétrisey8, Joana Torres9,10, 
Jianzhong Hu11, Chieh Jason Chou12, Elena A. Goun1,2†

The microbiome-produced enzyme bile salt hydrolase (BSH) plays a central role in human health, but its function 
remains unclear due to the lack of suitable methods for measuring its activity. Here, we have developed a novel 
optical tool based on ultrasensitive bioluminescent imaging and demonstrated that this assay can be used for 
quick and cost-effective quantification of BSH activity across a broad range of biological settings including pure 
enzymes and bacteria, intact fecal slurries, and noninvasive imaging in live animals, as well as for the assessment 
of BSH activity in the entire gastrointestinal tract of mice and humans. Using this assay, we showed that certain 
types of prebiotics are capable of increasing BSH activity of the gut microbiota in vivo and successfully demon-
strated potential application of this assay as a noninvasive diagnostic test to predict the clinical status of inflam-
matory bowel disease (IBD) patients.

INTRODUCTION
The gut microbiota plays a major role in human health and has been 
characterized as an extremely dynamic and chemically diverse com-
munity. Gut microbes greatly affect host physiology by influenc-
ing host homeostasis including metabolism, neurobiology, and 
immune function (1, 2). Bile salt hydrolase (BSH; EC 3.5.1.24) is an 
enzyme that is produced by gut bacteria and plays a central role in 
the gastrointestinal (GI) survival of these bacteria, bile homeostasis, 
and modulation of multiple host signaling pathways (3–7). BSH 
enzyme cleaves the amide bond in conjugated bile acids (BAs) from 
glycine/taurine residues to open up the BA pool to 7-dehydroxylation 
that subsequently results in the formation of secondary BAs (4). 
Secondary BAs are known to be critical mediators of intestinal 
bacterial composition and many aspects of host metabolism, such 
as fat digestion and utilization (3–5, 8). BAs allow differential effects 
on nuclear receptors such as farnesoid X receptor (FXR) and membrane 
receptors including the G protein–coupled receptor (TGR5). For ex-
ample, enterohepatic circulation of secondary BAs allows differential 
effects on nuclear receptors such as FXR and G protein–coupled recep-
tor (e.g., TGR5) in various tissues that directly affect lipid and glucose 
metabolism, making the rates of secondary BA formation central to 

the maintenance of metabolic homeostasis (3–5). Secondary BAs such 
as deoxycholic acid also contribute to the development of colon 
cancer, and elevated fecal deoxycholic acid concentration is found 
in populations with high risk of colon cancer (8, 9). Recently, resto-
ration of BA meta b olism leading to the enrichment of the secondary 
BA pool has been linked to increased life span in mice with potential 
to provide protection against age-related diseases (10). Despite the 
important role of BAs in human health, the underlying mechanisms 
by which the gut microbiota regulates BSH enzymatic function is 
largely unknown. For example, very little is understood about com-
plex interplay of indigestible fibers such as a prebiotics and BA 
metabolism (11, 12).

Increased BSH activity in the gut via treatment with BSH-positive 
probiotics or fecal transplants has been shown to confer multiple 
health benefits to the host (3, 4, 6, 13, 14). Some examples include 
reduction in inflammation and blood cholesterol levels, protection 
against colon cancer and urinary tract infections, and amelioration 
of the symptoms of Crohn’s disease and atopic dermatitis (3, 4, 6, 13, 14). 
High BSH activity in probiotic strains is also important because 
this activity maximizes their survival in the hostile environment of 
the GI tract, resulting in enhanced beneficial effects. In addition, 
increased BSH activity in fecal transplants has been linked to im-
proved digestive functions, hypercholesterolemia, and Clostridium 
difficile infection (3,  4,  6,  13,  14). However, the precise mecha-
nism of action of BSH remains elusive due to a lack of noninvasive 
tools. For example, very little is understood about interplay of in-
digestible fibers such as prebiotics and BSH activity of gut 
microbiota.

Estimation of BSH activity in the GI tract is very challenging given 
the unique chemical environment, variable distribution, and highly 
dynamic nature of the microbiota (1, 2). Currently, no methods exist 
for noninvasive evaluation of the BSH activity of the gut microbiota 
in its intact environment. The existing methods involve ex vivo 
evaluation of fecal samples, in vitro studies of isolated cultured bac-
teria (in vitro tests), and in silico methods (7, 15–20). However, all of 
these approaches have considerable limitations for assessment of the 
composition and function of the microbiota. For example, results based 
on the fecal sample analysis do not represent a whole chemical and 
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microbial complexity of the gut microbiota, which can be found along 
the length of the GI tract, therefore limiting our knowledge to a very 
small part of the microbiome. In addition, none of the common 
methods are practical for the analysis of intact fecal samples because 
these methods are associated with assay interference (17).

Analysis of microbes independent of the host has multiple im-
portant drawbacks, including disruption of organismal interactions 
that may be essential for regulation of various enzymatic functions 
(19). While in vitro testing of BSH activity in cultured bacteria has 
been widely used to examine the putative functions of some isolated 
microbes, current chromatographic methods [e.g., high-performance 
liquid chromatography (HPLC) and thin-layer chromatography] and 
spectrophotometric detection methods are generally low through-
put and require extensive sample manipulation (15–17, 20). Another 
important shortcoming of the in vitro methods is that the microbes 
are placed in a relatively low-complexity environment that differs in 
both aqueous and atmospheric chemical composition compared to the 
gut. In addition, bsh genes are widely distributed in multiple bacterial 
taxa, and many of these bacteria cannot be cultured by the currently 
available methods. Advances in sequencing technology have allowed 
functional prediction from large numbers of samples in silico with 
genes identified in metagenomic surveys (7). However, in addition to 
being very costly, in silico methods have the potential to underesti-
mate BSH activity because orthologous functions are hidden in 
the so-called unannotated “microbial dark matter” (7). While there 
is no doubt that culture-based methods and sequencing are required to 
identify specific microbe-BA interactions, the above- mentioned issues 
limit the application of these methods for examination of large cohorts 
in vitro, and these methods cannot be extended in vivo to account 
for the dynamic and highly complex environmental conditions in the 
gut. These shortcomings have created a knowledge gap in our effort 
to understand the important role of BSH in gut microbial commu-
nities and the metabolism of BAs, including the potential impact of 
BAs on health and diseases. Thus, both basic and translational re-
search would benefit from a low-cost, extensible functional assay that 
can be adapted for studies of BSH activity in many biological settings, 
including noninvasive quantification of BSH activity in vivo.

To address this unmet need, we developed a novel quantitative 
optical readout-based method for noninvasive imaging of BSH 
activity entitled “BSH-activatable luciferin” (BAL), which produces 
bioluminescent light proportional to the level of the BSH activity. 
We applied this assay to demonstrate several exciting biological applica-
tions such as in vivo screening of probiotics and the use of the assay 
as potential noninvasive diagnostic test to predict the clinical status 
of patients with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). We also demonstrated 
that certain types of prebiotics like fructo-oligosacharides (FOSs) 
could significantly increase BSH activity of intact gut microbiome 
using noninvasive in vivo imaging. Since the BSH activity of probiotic 
bacteria and fecal transplants has been linked to bacterial persistence 
and to multiple health benefits for the host, we believe that the BAL 
method could be used as a powerful screening tool for the identifi-
cation of novel efficient strategies that provide long-term host ben-
efits and further understanding of the role of BSH in human health.

RESULTS
Design and synthesis of BAL probes
The design of the method is based on bioluminescence imaging, 
which is a highly sensitive preclinical imaging modality, due to the 

extremely low background associated with this method (21–24). 
The design of the probes is based on a caged-luciferin approach 
that relies on “caging” luciferin with a small chemical group. The 
addition of this group to the luciferin scaffold results in a caged 
molecule that can no longer be recognized as a substrate by firefly 
luciferase (22–24). Subsequent photon emission is then depen-
dent on the cleavage of the “cage” by a specific biological pro-
cess to liberate free luciferin scaffolds; this strategy has been 
widely adopted in studies of many important biological processes 
(22–24).

One of the main roles of the BSH enzyme in gut microbial 
metabolism is the deconjugation of glycine or taurine from bile salts 
(Fig. 1A) (3, 4). Therefore, the design strategy of the BAL assay is 
based on the conjugation of the d-aminoluciferin scaffold (lucifer-
in) to a specific BA via an amide bond that is specifically cleaved by 
the BSH enzyme. This cleavage results in uncaging of free luciferin, 
which can subsequently react with luciferase for light production 
proportional to the BSH activity (Fig. 1B). We optimized the use of 
the BAL assay for imaging and quantification of BSH activity in differ-
ent settings, including pure enzymes, cultured bacteria, and mouse 
and human fecal samples, as well as for noninvasive imaging and 
quantification directly in vivo in both normal and altered physio-
logical conditions (e.g., antibiotic/probiotic treatment) and the 
assessment of BSH activity in the entire GI tract of healthy human 
volunteer (Fig. 1C). We chose the four most abundant BAs, namely, 
cholic acid (CA), deoxycholic acid (DCA), chenodeoxycholic acid 
(CDCA), and lithocholic acid (LCA), as luciferin “cages,” with the 
goal of investigating the interplay between different steroid scaffolds 
and BSH activity in various biological settings (Fig. 1D). This approach 
can be easily extended to studies of many other BA sterol cores to 
expand our understanding of the roles of these cores in the gut 
microbiota with respect to BSH activity. A full description of all the 
synthetic procedures and characterization of the four BAL probes is 
described in scheme S1.

Investigation of the selectivity of the BAL assay using 
enzymatic assays
We first tested the BAL probes under several in vitro conditions to 
determine whether we could detect the hydrolysis and subsequent 
release of free luciferin by bacterial amidases and whether this pro-
cess is specific to the BSH family of enzymes. As a positive control, 
we chose choloylglycine hydrolase (CH; EC 3.5.1.24) from Clostridium 
perfringens, which belongs to the BSH family of hydrolases. As a 
negative control, we selected penicillin amidase (PA; EC 3.5.1.11) 
from Escherichia coli because this enzyme hydrolyzes similar amide 
bonds (CO─N) as CH but differs considerably in specificity (25). We 
first evaluated the CH and PA activities by incubation with the natural 
substrates sodium taurodeoxycholate (NaTDC) and penicillin G sodium 
salt (26), respectively. Using HPLC, we observed complete hydrolysis 
of both substrates within less than 10 min of incubation with the 
corresponding enzymes. Then, we monitored the release of luciferin 
and the corresponding unconjugated BA from the BAL probes as a 
result of enzymatic hydrolysis using HPLC. We observed complete 
conversion (>95%) for the choloyl-luciferin (CL), chenodeoxy-
choloyl-luciferin (CDCL), and deoxycholoyl-luciferin (DCL) probes 
and low hydrolysis (<2%) for the lithocholoyl-luciferin (LCL) probe 
upon incubation with CH (fig. S1A). Each probe exhibited a unique 
hydrolysis rate (LCL << DCL < CL < CDCL), suggesting that the 
selectivity in the substrate-enzyme interactions could be due to 
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differences in the structures of the sterol cores. As expected, no cleavage 
of the BAL probes was observed when CH was not added to the 
samples (fig. S1B). There was no detectable hydrolysis of the BAL 

probes upon incubation with PA, demonstrating the specificity of 
the BAL probes toward BSH and not toward a closely related bacte-
rial hydrolase (fig. S1C).

A

B

C

D

Fig. 1. Design and applications of BAL probes. (A) Enzymatic deconjugation mechanism of naturally occurring conjugated BAs. (B) Schematic representation of the BAL 
assay. The technology is based on BSH-specific uncaging of free luciferin, which is subsequently processed by the luciferase enzyme to produce bioluminescent light. 
Hence, the signal output is proportional to the level of BSH activity. (C) The BAL method is suitable for imaging and quantification of BSH activity in different settings, 
including pure in vitro enzymes, cultured bacteria, and mouse and human fecal samples, as well as noninvasive real-time imaging and quantification directly in vivo in 
both normal and altered physiological conditions (e.g., antibiotic/probiotic treatment). The BAL probes administered to the animals expressing luciferase (FBV + luc) via 
oral gavage. Immediately after gavage, the animals are imaged using a CCD camera to quantify the resulting signal as a function of time. GIT, gastrointestinal tract. 
(D) Structures of the BAL probes used here. The design is based on four principal BAs: two primary BAs, namely, choloyl-luciferin (CL) and chenodeoxycholoyl-luciferin 
(CDCL); and two secondary BAs, namely, deoxycholoyl-luciferin (DCL) and lithocholoyl-luciferin (LCL).
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Optimization of the sensitivity and high-throughput 
screening capacity of the BAL assay
We next tested the potential of a commonly used cell-based bio-
luminescence detection system to quantify the uncaging of the BAL 
probe under increasingly complex reaction conditions, such as in 
live bacteria and fecal samples. Our goal was to attain unprecedented 
sensitivity (i.e., decrease the amount of substrate needed to obtain a 
quantifiable signal) while increasing the throughput capacity of the 
assay compared to the HPLC-based method. In addition, we aimed 
to reduce the number of sample manipulation steps and ideally 
facilitate the use of the assay with intact aqueous fecal slurries. To 
perform this optimization, we decided to test two commonly used 
methods for quantification of luciferin concentration. These methods 
include direct addition of pure recombinant luciferase enzyme 
[firefly luciferase (FLuc)] to the experimental samples and the use of 
whole-cell–based readouts when experimental solutions are added 
to mammalian cells stably transfected with luciferase followed by 
bioluminescence signal acquisition.
Quantification of BSH activity using pure recombinant  
luciferase enzyme (FLuc)
We first investigated the light readout-based method by direct addi-
tion of FLuc to the biological samples. As a control experiment, we first 
tested whether the addition of CH interferes with the luciferase- 
luciferin reaction, and we quantified the efficiency of light produc-
tion from the FLuc enzyme and luciferin in the presence and absence 
of pure CH enzyme. We found no remarkable influence of CH on the 
activity of FLuc, even at high CH concentrations (fig. S2A). Since 
many in vitro “caged” luciferin assays rely on FLuc enzyme readout 
(24, 27), we decided to test whether the efficiency of BSH-specific 
deconjugation of BAL probes can be measured by the simple addi-
tion of FLuc enzyme directly to a bacterial culture that is known to 
express high levels of BSH. The CL probe was incubated with vari-
ous concentrations of Lactobacillus plantarum for 1 hour at 37°C, 
followed by the addition of FLuc enzyme in the corresponding 
buffer and signal acquisition. The resulting signal was normalized 
to the signal from luciferin alone under the same experimental con-
ditions. A linear dependence between the normalized biolumines-
cence and concentration of the BSH-expressing bacterial culture 
indicates that the assay is suitable for measurement of BSH activity 
in pure bacterial cultures (fig. S2B).
Quantification of BSH activity using a whole-cell–based  
bioluminescent readout
Next, we tested whether the FLuc assay can be used for measure-
ment of BSH activity in fecal samples. For this purpose, we quanti-
fied the efficiency of light production from the FLuc enzyme and 
luciferin in the presence and absence of intact aqueous fecal slurries. 
We found that the light output decreased markedly when FLuc 
enzyme was exposed to diluted fecal material, rendering pure FLuc 
measurement unsuitable for use with fecal samples (fig. S2C).

To address this issue, we investigated the possibility of using a 
cell-based readout in which solutions of intact aqueous fecal slurries 
were incubated with mammalian cells stably transfected with 
luciferase, followed by bioluminescence signal acquisition. In this 
case, the luciferase enzyme is protected by the cell membrane and is 
not directly exposed to chemically complex fecal content. We de-
cided to use 4T1-luc and Caco2-luc cell lines stably transfected with 
luciferase for these experiments, because 4T1-luc breast cancer cells 
are fast growing and exhibit strong luciferase expression, while 
Caco2-luc cells are known to be highly resistant to external factors 

because they originate from the intestinal lining of the GI tract (19). 
As a control experiment, we first tested whether the addition of in-
tact aqueous fecal slurries would alter luciferase expression in these 
cells. We incubated 4T1-luc and Caco2-luc cells with equimolar 
amounts of luciferin and increasing concentrations of fecal homo-
genates. Unlike the results obtained with the pure recombinant FLuc 
system, we observed robust and stable light production in the cells 
with different amounts of prepared fecal samples, indicating that the 
presence of fecal homogenates has no effect on luciferase expression 
in cells (fig. S2C).

In the next step, we investigated whether the whole-cell–based 
readout is suitable for quantification of BSH activity in pure bacterial 
cultures. The CL probe was incubated with various concentrations 
of L. plantarum for 1 hour at 37°C, followed by centrifugation and 
addition of supernatants to the 4T1-luc cells in a 96-well plate and 
then by signal acquisition. The resulting signal was normalized to 
the signal from luciferin under the same experimental conditions. 
The linear dependence between the normalized bioluminescence 
and concentration of the BSH-expressing bacterial culture indicates 
that the assay is suitable for measurement of BSH activity in pure 
bacterial cultures (fig. S2B).

Next, we investigated whether the cell-based assay is quantitative 
and yields a dose-dependent signal from BSH-specific deconjugation 
of the four BAL probes. For this purpose, we plated 4T1-luc cells in 
96-well plates and incubated the cells with different concentrations 
of all four BAL probes [0 to 50 M in Hanks’ balanced salt solution 
(HBSS) buffer] in the presence or absence of CH (5 U/ml). Robust 
dose-dependent bioluminescent signals were detected from all the 
BAL probes as the result of BSH-specific deconjugation and sub-
sequent luciferin formation (fig. S3). Only a small amount of back-
ground signal was observed from the samples incubated with buffer 
alone, with signal-to-background ratios ranging from 8- to 74-fold 
for different BAL probes at 10 M concentration, suggesting that 
the selectivity in the substrate-enzyme interactions could be due to 
differences in the structures of the sterol cores (fig. S3, A to D). 
Notably, the cell-based assay was able to successfully detect robust 
BSH-specific deconjugation of the LCL probe (fig. S3D), which was 
not possible with the HPLC-based assay, even at high enzyme/probe 
concentrations (fig. S1A).

We then tested whether very low concentrations of BAL probes 
could still provide reliable signals above the background. Notably, 
we were able to detect a significant signal above the background with 
the BAL probes at concentrations as low as 2 M (fig. S3E). While 
these data were consistent with our observations in the HPLC-based 
assay (except for the LCL probe), the use of the cell-based assay 
requires 250-fold less substrate and twofold less enzyme than the 
HPLC-based assay.

To further confirm that the amide bond in the BAL probes was 
specifically hydrolyzed by the BSH family of enzymes and was resist-
ant to hydrolysis by enzymes with similar function, such as PA, we 
repeated the HPLC-based assay using the whole-cell–based readout 
method. We also tested deconjugation level of BAL probes in the 
presence of pancreatic carboxypeptidases A (CPA; EC 3.4.17.1) and 
B (CPB; EC 3.4.17.2) because they were previously reported to 
hydrolyze BA–neutral amino acid conjugates (28). BAL probes in-
cubated with PA, CPA, or CPB did not produce any detectable sig-
nal over the control samples in which the BAL probes were incubated 
in the buffer alone, indicating complete resistance of the BAL 
probes to hydrolysis by these enzymes and overall stability of the 
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BAL probes for the duration of the assay (2 hours) in HBSS buffer at 
37°C (Fig. 2A). The only exception was the LCL probe, which 
produced weak increase (20%) in signal upon incubation with high 
amounts of PA.

In conclusion, these data suggest that the BAL probes are selec-
tive for the BSH family of enzymes and can be used for sensitive 
measurement of BSH activity using HPLC, pure recombinant FLuc 
enzyme, and whole-cell–based bioluminescence assays. Among all, 
the cell-based assay provides the highest sensitivity, the capacity for 
high-throughput screening (HTS), and the ability to measure BSH 
activity directly in intact supernatants of intact aqueous fecal slur-
ries. In addition, each of the BAL probes exhibited unique rates of 
BSH deconjugation by CH, suggesting that the selectivity in the 

substrate-enzyme interactions could be due to differences in the struc-
tures of the four most abundant BAs (CA, DCA, CDCA, and LCA).
Investigation of the BSH selectivity of the BAL assay in live  
bacterial cultures
To further investigate the specificity of the BAL assay, we incubated 
the probes with the wild-type (WT) or bsh deletion mutants of 
L. plantarum WCFS1. We selected this bacterial strain for valida-
tion purposes because it has been previously reported that only the 
bsh1 gene is mainly responsible for the BSH activity of L. plantarum 
WCFS1 (29). Using BAL assay, we observed that deletion of bsh1 
resulted in complete suppression of BSH activity, as indicated by 
the lack of signal from all four BAL probes (Fig. 2B). Mutant strains 
harboring bsh1 but lacking bsh2, bsh3, or bsh4 (∆bsh2, ∆bsh3, and 
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Fig. 2. Investigation of the selectivity of the BAL assay in various biological settings using bioluminescent whole-cell readout. (A) Normalized bioluminescent 
signal resulting from deconjugation of BAL probes (10 M) incubated in the presence or absence of the choloylglycine hydrolase (CH), penicillin amidase (PA), pancreatic 
carboxypeptidase A (CPA) and B (CPB) enzymes (5 U/ml). (B) Normalized bioluminescent signal obtained from BAL probes incubated with L. plantarum WCFS1 and the 
corresponding bsh deletion mutants at 108 CFU/ml. (C) Comparison of light production from BAL probes incubated with intact conventional mouse (conv.), healthy hu-
man donor (human), germ-free (GF) mouse, and heat-inactivated (HI) conventional mouse fecal slurries (5 g/liter). In all cases, luciferase-transfected mammalian cells were 
used as a readout of BSH-specific deconjugation of the BAL probes. To assure that the experimental conditions did not alter the luciferase-luciferin interaction, all the data 
obtained for the BAL probes were normalized to the signal of the control experiment with luciferin alone (1 M) in the same experimental conditions. Data are presented 
as means ± SEM. Statistical significance (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001) was calculated using a two-tailed unpaired t test. ns, not significant.
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∆bsh4) demonstrated efficient uncaging of all the four BAL probes. 
Deletion of all four bsh genes (∆bsh1–4) resulted in only a back-
ground signal for all four BAL probes. These results are consistent 
with previously reported studies and further demonstrate that live 
cultures of bacteria expressing active BSH can efficiently uncage the 
BAL probes and that the signal from the probes is BSH specific (29).
Investigation of the BSH specificity of the BAL assay in mouse 
and human fecal samples
Monitoring of BSH activity in the intact fecal samples is very chal-
lenging given the complex environments of mouse and human feces. 
Therefore, most of the current assays require extensive sample pro-
cessing before the BSH activity measurements (30). To test the 
performance and specificity of the BAL probes in mouse and human 
feces, we first compared the signals from the BAL probes resulting 
from incubation with the feces of conventional and germ-free mice 
that completely lack gut microbial communities (Fig. 2C). We also 
measured light production from conventional mouse feces in which 
the enzyme was deactivated by heating to 121°C for 30 min (“heat- 
inactivated” control, Fig. 2C).

Our data indicate that incubation of all four of the BAL probes 
with intact aqueous fecal slurries of conventional mice resulted in a 
significant signal increase compared to the background hydrolysis 
of the probes in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). As expected, no 
signal above background was detected from the BAL probes incu-
bated with germ-free or heat-inactivated mouse feces (Fig. 2C). These 
results further demonstrate a direct connection between BSH activity 
and the commensal gut bacteria and are consistent with previous 
studies on BSH activity in feces from mice with modified gut micro-
bial communities (3, 6).

Next, we investigated whether the BAL assay can be used to 
quantify the deconjugation potential of BSH in human fecal samples. 
We analyzed BSH activity in a commercially available healthy human 
fecal sample collected for fecal transplant (OpenBiome). Similar to 
the procedure performed with the mouse feces, intact aqueous fecal 
slurries were incubated with all four BAL probes, followed by the 
measurement of light production using the whole-cell–based assay. 
The data demonstrated successful deconjugation of all four BAL probes 
as a result of BSH activity (Fig. 2C).
Deconjugation levels of the BAL probes in various biological 
settings with different levels of BSH activity
To develop an analytical tool for accurate quantification of BSH 
activity with the BAL assay, we measured the deconjugation level of 
the BAL probes in various biological settings (pure enzyme, bacterial 
culture, and fecal samples) with different levels of BSH activity. We 
first started with dilutions of purified CH enzyme (EC 3.5.1.24) from 
C. perfringens and pure bacterial culture of L. plantarum WCFS1 
and lastly moved to mouse and human feces (Fig. 3, A to D, respec-
tively). In all cases, increasing levels of BSH resulted in increased 
levels of bioluminescent signal from all four BAL probes. We also 
observed a linear dependency of the bioluminescent signal on the 
concentration of BSH at low concentrations of the enzyme, which 
eventually developed into a saturation plateau because of the limited 
amount of the probe in the reaction mixture (all probes were used 
at 10 M). Incubation with DCL normally induced the brightest 
bioluminescent signal, followed by CDCL, CL, and LCL; a very similar 
pattern was observed in all four biological settings, with minor vari-
ation between the uncaging potentials of CL and CDCL.

Together, these data represent the first example of robust mea-
surement of BSH activity in intact aqueous human and mouse fecal 

slurries without any need for extensive sample manipulation. In 
addition, these results further confirm the BSH specificity of the 
novel BAL probes, making these probes valuable as tools for under-
standing the complex role of BSH in various pathologies and for the 
identification of disease biomarkers.

Real-time noninvasive quantification of BSH activity in vivo 
using the BAL assay
Because no tools currently exist for in vivo real-time noninvasive 
imaging and quantification of BSH activity directly in living animals, 
we decided to investigate whether the BAL assay can be used to ad-
dress this unmet need. We used commercially available transgenic 
luciferase reporter mice that constitutively express luciferase under 
a -actin promoter in every cell of the body (FVB + luc, the Jackson 
laboratory, USA). First, we decided to investigate whether the 
whole-body bioluminescent signal resulting from FVB + luc mice 
that received oral gavage of increasing doses of luciferin would be 
proportional to different luciferin concentrations. As shown in fig. 
S4A, the total body signal from the mice linearly correlated with the 
amount of administered luciferin within a large dynamic range cor-
responding to working concentrations of BAL probes used for our 
in vivo experiments. Similar results were obtained from the analysis 
of the mouse feces where the animals were gavaged with increasing 
concentrations of luciferin, suggesting strong linear dependence 
between luciferin concentrations in the feces and the resulting bio-
luminescent signal (fig. S4B). These results indicate that the detection 
of free luciferin resulting from the BSH-specific uncaging of BAL 
probes could be accurately quantified using both whole-body signal 
quantification in FVB + luc mice or subsequent fecal analysis.

We then measured bioluminescent light production in mice that 
received the CL and DCL probes via oral gavage because these probes 
exhibited the highest signal to background (S/B) ratio in vitro. We 
found that administration of as little as 50 nmol of the probe per 
mouse resulted in an approximately 100-fold increase in the signal over 
the instrumental background. In the next step, we decided to test 
whether the BAL probes could noninvasively detect changes in the 
overall level of BSH activity in vivo. For this purpose, we performed 
real-time imaging experiments before and after treatment of mice 
with a broad-spectrum antibiotic cocktail [ampicillin, vancomycin, 
neomycin, and metronidazole (AVNM)] that is known to drastically 
reduce the bacterial load in the GI tract (31), thus suppressing overall 
BSH activity in the gut microbiota. The luminescence resulting from 
AVNM-treated mice was 4.7- and 2.8-fold lower compared to un-
treated animals for both CL and DCL probes, respectively (Fig. 4A). 
These data indicate that the antibiotic cocktail was effective at reduc-
ing, but not completely abolishing, the overall BSH activity of gut 
bacteria against two abundant BA sterols, which is consistent with 
previous observations (6). These in vivo data demonstrate that BSH- 
mediated deconjugation of BAL probes requires functional microbial 
activity and that the remaining bacterial communities after antibiotic 
treatment retain the ability to uncage BAL probes, albeit at much 
lower rates than intact microbial communities.

Next, we investigated whether BAL probes can be used to quantify 
the increase in BSH activity upon administration of BSH-positive 
strains of bacteria. As discussed above, increased BSH activity is a 
highly desirable property of probiotic bacteria, but no assays currently 
exist for noninvasive assessment of this activity in the complex 
whole-gut microbiota (in vivo). In this study, we examined the 
impact of L. plantarum WCFS1 supplementation on BSH-specific 
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Fig. 3. Deconjugation level of the BAL probes in various biological settings with different levels of BSH activity. (A) Normalized bioluminescent signal resulting 
from incubation of BAL probes with different dilutions of pure CH enzyme at a concentration range of 0 to 10 U/ml. (B) Normalized bioluminescent signal resulting from 
incubation of BAL probes with different dilutions of L. plantarum WCFS1 slurries (0 to 1 × 108 CFU/ml). Normalized bioluminescent signal resulting from incubation of BAL 
probes with different dilutions of intact aqueous fecal slurries: (C) from conventional mice (0 to 20 g/liter) and (D) human (0 to 5 g/liter). In all cases, luciferase-transfected 
mammalian cells were used as a readout of BSH-specific deconjugation of the BAL probes. To verify that the experimental conditions did not alter the luciferase-luciferin 
interaction, all the data obtained for the BAL probes were normalized to the signal from luciferin alone in the same experimental conditions. Statistical significances in all 
data sets (P < 0.0001) were calculated using an ordinary one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test.
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deconjugation of the DCL probe in FVB + luc mice. As a negative 
control, we used the L. plantarum WCFS1 bsh1–4 mutant lacking 
BSH activity (29). The results revealed a 3.1-fold increase in light 
production from the basal state in mice supplemented with WT 
L. plantarum WSCF1 (Fig. 4B). In contrast, the mice supplemented 
with the WSCF1 bsh1–4 deletion mutants showed no difference in 
luminescence in comparison to the basal state (Fig. 4B). These data 
are consistent with the results of in vitro testing (Fig. 2B) and repre-
sent the first example of noninvasive real-time in vivo imaging of 
BSH activity resulting from individual probiotic bacterial strains. In 
conclusion, the results of antibiotic cocktail treatment and probiotic 
bacterial supplementation clearly demonstrate that the BAL probes 
represent a powerful tool for noninvasive quantification of BSH 
activity in the intestinal microbiomes of live animals.

Furthermore, we investigated whether BAL probes allow to de-
tect potential changes in BSH activity caused by shift in abundance 
of specific bacterial taxa upon supplementation with dietary fibers, 
known as prebiotics. Since DCL probe resulted in highest light pro-
duction in previous experiments (e.g., Fig. 3), we used this probe to 
monitor change in BSH activity in the intact guts of mice treated 
with inulin and FOS mixture added to drinking water for the duration 
of 3 weeks. While treatment with inulin alone caused no change in 
signal from DCL probe (P = 0.88 compared to the untreated control), 
treatment with FOS resulted in twofold increase of light output 
(P = 0.0059) (Fig. 4C), suggesting significant increase of abundance 
of BSH-positive microbes as the result of prebiotic treatment. To the 
best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of prebiotic treat-
ment alone resulting in increase of BSH activity in the intact GI tract.

To exclude the potential contribution of host’s enzymes to de-
conjugation of BAL probes, we decided to investigate whether the 
signal production also depends on the activity of ileal BA transporters 
(IBATs) that potentially may expose conjugates to liver enzymes via 
the systemic circulation. Therefore, we compared the resulting bio-
luminescent signals from the DCL probe (100 nmol) administered 
orally to mice before and after treatment with a potent IBAT inhibitor 
GSK2330672 or linerixibat (10 mg/kg) (32). The results demonstrate 
no difference in light production from DCL probe before and after 
treatment (P = 0.96, n = 4), indicating no significant contribu-
tion of to probe unconjugation by host enzymes (fig. S6), further 
proving specificity of BAL probes toward BSH-producing gut 
bacteria.

Correlation of the BAL assay results with the conjugation 
status of BAs in human fecal samples
Deconjugation of BAs by BSH is a microbial function and is critical 
for the biotransformation of primary to secondary BAs. Therefore, 
a microbiome with high BSH activity should be associated with a 
BA profile that is low in conjugated BAs and high in secondary BAs. 
We decided to examine the relationship between the BAL assay re-
sults and fecal BA profile and to investigate whether the BAL assay 
can be used to predict the BA conjugation status in healthy human 
volunteers. To examine this relationship in humans, we obtained 25 
human fecal samples from healthy donors and determined the BSH 
deconjugation potential using our whole-cell–based bioluminescent 
BAL assay. We decided to focus on the CL probe because this probe 
previously exhibited the highest dynamic range for quantification of 
BSH activity in vivo when used in healthy versus antibiotic-treated 
mice (5.6-fold; Fig. 4A). The results of the human fecal assay were 
correlated with the concentrations of several different BA species 

quantified using a targeted quantitative HPLC–mass spectrometry 
(MS) method (30), as summarized in table S1.

Our results showed that the BSH activity estimated by the CL 
probe negatively correlated with the ratio of conjugated to total BA 
(Spearman rank correlation r = −0.53, P = 0.013). Fecal BSH activity 
also broadly correlated with the ratios of the levels of major BA 
classes to total BA levels. For example, the primary to total BA 
proportion was negatively correlated (Spearman rank correlation 
r = −0.53, P = 0.014), whereas the secondary BA proportion was 
positively correlated with the CL deconjugation potential (Spearman 
rank correlation r = 0.56, P = 0.008; table S1). These results demon-
strated the expected consequences of BA deconjugation by BSH and 
further confirmed that the high BSH activity quantified by the BAL 
assay indeed favored secondary BA formation.

Comparison of the BAL assay results with common DNA-based 
methods to predict BSH activity in human fecal samples
Next, we decided to investigate whether the BSH-specific deconju-
gation of the BAL probes correlates with the bsh gene abundance 
measured by quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) and with 
the predicted metagenomic results based on 16S analysis of human 
fecal samples. One of the most common ways to infer BSH activity, 
as reported in the literature, is measurement of bsh gene copy number 
using real-time qPCR. We tested primer sets representing bsh genes 
from three bacteria (Eubacterium ventriosum, Blautia obeum, and 
Bacteroides ovatus) that are known to inhabit the human GI tract 
and express bsh enzymes (33). The primer pair for E. ventriosum 
consistently amplified detectable gene fragments in all samples, and 
we used these data for comparison with BA abundances and the BSH 
deconjugation potential determined by the BAL assay. The results 
obtained by the bsh probe did not correlate with the bsh gene copy 
number (table S1). No correlation was observed with the conjuga-
tion status of BAs in fecal samples or with the ratio of primary or 
secondary BA to total BA (table S1).

Intrigued by these results, we also performed an additional 
microbiota analysis by sequencing the V4 region of the 16S ribo-
somal DNA (rDNA) genes followed by estimation of bsh gene copy 
number by analysis of the predicted metagenome (PICRUSt) (34). 
The predicted bsh gene abundance also did not correlate with most 
BA classifications (table S1). The only significant correlation was 
observed between the ratio of primary BA levels to total BA levels 
and the predicted bsh gene abundance (Spearman rank correlation 
r = 0.45, P = 0.038; table S1). Notably, these results demonstrate that 
the prediction of BSH functionality based on gene abundance has 
limitations, while direct measurement of enzymatic activity appears 
to provide a relatively accurate estimate of the BA conjugation sta-
tus of fecal BA pool.

Quantification of BSH activity in clinical samples of gut 
microbiota of patients with IBD
IBD is characterized by profound changes in bacterial community 
composition, and it was previously suggested that BSH function may 
also be compromised in patients with IBD (35, 36). Therefore, we 
decided to investigate the level of BSH activity in intact fecal slurries 
of IBD patients with “active” versus “remission” clinical status of 
disease. The results obtained from incubation of intact fecal slurries 
of IBD patients with both CL and DCL probes clearly indicate sig-
nificant decrease in BSH activity in patients with an active clinical 
state of IBD in comparison to those in the remission state (Fig. 5). 
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These data were in agreement with primary/secondary BA abundance 
in feces of patients with IBD measured by standard HPLC-MS 
method on the same set of samples (fig. S5) (37), further proving the 
efficiency of the BAL tool in accurately analyzing the BA conjuga-
tion status of clinical fecal samples. Given the urgent need for IBD 
biomarkers and simple-to-perform diagnostic tests, we envision 
broad application of BAL assay in the field of IBD diagnostics.

Comparison of BSH activity measured in the entire GI tract 
versus end-point fecal samples
Since fecal samples represent only a small portion of the gut micro-
biota environment, we decided to compare the BSH deconjugation 
potential of the entire GI tract to the end-point fecal analysis. Two 
independent experiments were conducted to address this question. 
In the first experiment, Swiss nude mice were divided in two groups 
(n = 3) and placed in individually vented cages supplied with sterile 
bedding, standard mouse chow diet, and water. The drinking water 
of the first group of mice was supplemented with a combination of 
four antibiotics referred to as “AVNM cocktail” (31) for 7 days, while 
the control group received no antibiotics. To assess the BSH activity 
of the entire GI tract, both groups of mice received oral gavage of 
CL probe (200 nmol of probe in 200 l of sterile PBS) on the 8th day 
of the experiment. The feces were collected 6 hours after gavage and 
analyzed using whole-cell–based bioluminescence assay. The total 
photon flux resulting from the feces of control group of mice was 
about 300 times higher than that of the antibiotic-treated group 
(Fig. 6A).

In the second in vivo experiment, two groups of Swiss nude mice 
(n = 5) were subjected to the same conditions (AVNM cocktail for 
7 days versus no antibiotics). On the 8th day of the experiment, the 
feces were collected, and the BSH activity was quantified by incuba-
tion with CL probe using whole-cell–based bioluminescence assay. 
Notably, the total photon flux in antibiotic-treated group was only 
four times lower than control (Fig. 6B). This difference is 72-fold 
lower in comparison to the first experiment where the CL probe was 
given orally and allowed to pass through the entire GI tract. These 
data indicate that the end-point fecal analysis has considerable lim-
itations for the assessment of the composition and the function of 
the entire gut microbiota because it represents only a small portion 
of the gut environment.

Quantification of BSH activity in intact GI tract of  
healthy human adult
To demonstrate the potential of BAL method for clinical translation, 
we conducted a human experiment where a healthy 42-year-old female 
self-administered two gelatin-based capsules containing a total of 
6.8 mg of CL probe orally. In preparation for this experiment, we first 
assessed an acute hepatotoxicity of the CL probe in mice by measuring 
aspartate aminotransferase (AST) blood levels using a commercially 
available kit (Sigma-Aldrich, MAK055) before and 24 hours after 
the administration of the probe. No significant differences in AST 
levels were detected in blood plasma samples before and after treat-
ment with the CL probe, indicating the absence of potential hepato-
toxicity (fig. S7).

The final human dose of the compound was 0.12 mg/kg, which 
is about 16 times lower that the dose used in previous AST mouse 
experiment. A stool sample was acquired 12 hours after the probe 
consumption, and the amount of free luciferin was quantified using 
whole-cell–based bioluminescence assay as described above. The 
data shown on Fig. 6C demonstrate a strong bioluminescent signal 
as the result of BSH deconjugation of CL probe by the entire intact 
human gut microbiota, which was 1300-fold higher than the instru-
mental background. These data are the first example of the use of 
bioluminescent probes for a functional readout of a biological pro-
cess in humans.

DISCUSSION
Despite the important role of BSH in human health and metabo-
lism, no efficient methods currently exist for measurement of BSH 
activity in vitro and in vivo, creating a large gap in our understanding 
of this basic function of the gut microbiota. Here, we developed a 
novel optical tool based on sensitive bioluminescent imaging and a 
caged-luciferin approach (BAL) in which light production is pro-
portional to BSH activity. The four BAL probes described herein are 
based on the four most abundant BAs, allowing differentiation of BSH 
activity between different sterol components, namely, CA, DCA, 
CDCA, and LCA. The metabolic roles of various BA cores with re-
spect to BSH activity and their interplay in human pathologies re-
main largely unknown. In the course of this work, we optimized the 
use of this novel BAL assay for imaging and quantification of BSH 
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Fig. 5. Quantification of BSH activity in clinical stool samples of patients with IBD. Normalized bioluminescent signal resulting from deconjugation of (A) CL probe 
and (B) DCL probe in feces of patients with active (n = 7) versus remission (n = 18) IBD clinical status. Bar graphs represent the mean total photon flux resulting from the 
corresponding probe normalized to the total photon flux from luciferin under the same conditions with error bars representing ±SEM. Statistical significance (*P < 0.05) 
calculated using unpaired t test.
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activity in settings ranging from pure enzyme and bacterial culture 
to mouse and human fecal samples. Unlike other methods, the BAL 
assay requires minimal sample manipulation and is suitable for the HTS 
format. In addition, various tests with purified CH, PA, CPA, CPB hydro-
lases, and WT/bsh gene knockout bacterial strains demonstrated 
high selectivity of the BAL assay for the BSH family of enzymes.

We also demonstrated that BSH activity can be imaged and 
quantified directly in vivo using real-time noninvasive bioluminescent 
imaging. To further investigate the specificity of the BAL probes 
deconjugation by microbial enzymes in vivo, we decided to analyze 
whether the signal production also depends on the activity of IBATs 
that potentially could expose BAL probes to the liver enzymes via 
the systemic circulation. Therefore, we compared signals from the 
mice treated with the DCL probe before and after administration of 
a potent IBAT inhibitor (GSK2330672, also known as linerixibat) 
(32). Administration of this inhibitor at a dose of 10 mg/kg signifi-
cantly reduces reabsorption of BAs in rats from 95 to 50% (32). In 
our experiment, we applied the same dose of IBAT inhibitor and 
were expecting to get 50% reduction in light output if the signal was 
resulting from deconjugation of BAL probes by the hepatic enzymes 
rather than microbial enzymes. However, no changes in biolumi-
nescence signal was observed in IBAT inhibitor–treated animals, 
supporting the argument that most of the BAL probe deconjugation 
is a result of microbial BSH activity and is not because of the non-
specific enzymatic reactions in the liver. The ability to noninvasively 
image BSH activity of gut microbiota directly in living animals pro-
vides an opportunity for investigation of many important biological 
functions of the BSH enzyme directly in the intact gut microbial 
environment in both healthy and pathological conditions.

The capacity of exogenously cultured bacteria to persist in the gut 
ecosystem is currently an area of intense research, as probiotics and 
fecal microbiota transplants are proposed as powerful remedies for 
a number of ailments (3, 5, 6, 13). While high BSH activity is one of 
the main selection criteria for probiotics potentially leading to multiple 
health benefits (3, 5, 6, 13), no tools currently exist that would allow 
its assessment in intact GI tract in noninvasive, real-time fashion. In 
this work, we demonstrated the application of the BAL method for 
evaluation of the activity of BSH-positive probiotic strains directly 
in vivo, making this tool highly valuable for probiotic and fecal mi-
crobiota transplantation research.

Prebiotics are classified as indigestible fibers and have been pre-
viously shown to increase survival of probiotics when used in a 
“synbiotic” fashion (11–14), reduce levels of genotoxicity of known 
mutagens in the gut, and inhibit growth of human colon adeno-
carcinoma (38). In addition, previous studies reported that increase 
in metabolic production of short-chain fatty acid profile might be 
the most beneficial effects of prebiotics on the gut microbiota (11). 
Although only a very few studies have been reported on the symbiotic 
assessment of probiotics and prebiotics (11–14), very little is known 
about the impact of prebiotics alone on BA and cholesterol metabolism. 
Using the novel DCL probe, we decided to investigate potential in-
fluence of two commonly used prebiotics, inulin and FOS, on BSH 
activity directly in vivo. FOS and inulin are indigestible polysaccha-
rides known to differ in the degree of polymerization (39). Recent 
investigations have reported a notable influence of dietary inulin on 
intestinal microbiota based on fecal bacterial 16S ribosomal RNA 
(rRNA) sequence analysis. While many bacterial groups increased 
the abundance after prebiotic feeding, the extent of increase in 
Bifidobacterium family was stronger with FOS than with inulin (40). 
Our data demonstrate that the addition of FOS prebiotic to the drinking 
water for 3 weeks results in approximately twofold increase in BSH 
activity, while no change was detected for inulin-treated mice. Since 
bsh gene is commonly found in probiotics including Bifidobacteirum 
species, selective increase of BSH activity after FOS but not after 
inulin might be due to the preferential growth of Bifidobacterium 
under the FOS feeding. These results represent the first example that 
prebiotics alone are capable of increasing BSH activity of healthy 
intact gut microbiome directly in vivo and further confirm complex 
interplay between dietary fibers and important functions of gut 
microbiome. They also indicate that previously reported BSH increase 
of probiotic/prebiotic synbiotic applications in some cases could be 
explained by direct effect of prebiotics alone. Because manufacturing 
and storage of prebiotics is simpler in comparison to probiotics, this 
discovery could become a foundation for identification of novel set 
of powerful prebiotics resulting in significant increase of abundance 
of BSH-positive gut microbes in the gut leading to multiple health 
benefits of the host.

In addition to a wide range of in vivo imaging applications, our 
results also demonstrate that the new BAL assay can accurately reflect 
the conjugation status of BAs in complex microbial environments, such 
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Fig. 6. Noninvasive quantification of BSH activity in human and mouse GI tract. (A) Total photon flux resulting from the feces of mice that received AVNM antibiotic 
cocktail for 7 days (n = 3) versus control untreated group (n = 3). Both groups of mice received the oral gavage of 200 nM of CL probe in 200 l of PBS probe 6 hours before 
feces collection and analysis. P = 0.0002, n = 9 (three samples × three replicates). (B) Total photon flux from incubation of CL probe with the feces of mice treated with 
AVNM antibiotic cocktail for 7 days versus control untreated group (n = 5). P < 0.0001, n = 15 (five samples × three replicates). (C) Total photon flux resulting from feces of 
a healthy 42-year-old female collected 12 hours after oral administration of two gelatin-based capsules containing a total of 6.8 mg of CL probe as one dose. BG, background. 
P = 0.0021, n = 3 (one sample × three replicates). Data are presented as means ± SEM. P values were calculated using a two-tailed unpaired t test.
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as human fecal samples from healthy donors. The data obtained 
with the BAL assay show the expected outcome, with high BSH ac-
tivity being correlated with secondary BA formation, as determined 
by the classic HPLC-MS technique. Note that the main goal of BAL 
assay is to quantify and monitor the actual deconjugation process of 
BAs by BSH, a gatekeeper of BA metabolism (4). However, tradi-
tional liquid chromatography–MS (LC-MS) techniques are still re-
quired to characterize the full BA metabolome and all the follow-up 
transformations of BAs such as oxidation and 7/7 dehydroxylation. 
Unlike other methods for measuring BSH activity, the BAL assay 
requires minimal sample manipulation and is suitable for the HTS 
format. Inspired by these results, we also investigated whether the 
bsh gene copy number determined by classic real-time PCR is cor-
related with the actual BSH activity and conjugation status of BAs. 
We observed no correlation between the results obtained by the novel 
BAL assay and the bsh gene copy number determined by qPCR. No 
correlation was observed between the qPCR data and the conjuga-
tion status of BAs in human fecal samples or the ratio of primary or 
secondary BAs to total BAs obtained using HPLC-MS. In addition, 
we also performed additional microbiota analysis by sequencing the 
V4 region of 16S rDNA genes followed by estimation of bsh gene 
abundance with analysis of the predicted metagenome (PICRUSt) 
(34). Consistent with qPCR data, the predicted bsh gene abundance 
was also not correlated with the classification of most BAs. These 
results clearly demonstrate that prediction of BSH functionality based 
on gene abundance has considerable limitations, while direct mea-
surement of enzymatic activity appears to allow relatively accurate 
quantification of BSH activity, thereby facilitating elucidation of the 
BA metabolic process of fecal communities.

The lack of correlation between qPCR/16S data with the BA pool 
and BSH-specific deconjugation of the BAL probes may be a result 
of several factors. First, qPCR of the bsh genes in a single organism 
represents only a fraction of the genetic potential directed toward 
BA deconjugation. Since it is generally not possible to design a 
“universal” qPCR primer, this feature is typically considered as one 
of the common limitations of qPCR method (41). Recent evidence 
suggests that metagenomic sequencing can reveal a wide array of 
potential bsh and bsh-like genes that likely contribute to the BA 
deconjugation potential and, thus, may be relatively well correlated 
with the BA pool (7, 18, 36). Second, the sterols in our novel probes 
are linked to luciferin rather than glycine or taurine, which are the 
typical substrates used in current methods to estimate BA deconju-
gation. Thus, the hydrolysis of the amide bond linking the BA to 
luciferin in our probes represents specificity toward the sterol core 
rather than the combined effect of the recognition of the sterol and 
amino acid side chain on deconjugation potential. Preferential 
deconjugation of sterols has been reported for individual bacteria 
such as Lactobacillus buchneri JCM1069, which can deconjugate 
taurodeoxycholic but not taurocholic acid (42), although future re-
search on substrate specificity is needed to better understand how 
our probes could be used to reveal the dynamics of BA transform-
ation in mixed microbial communities. Together, these results show 
that our novel BAL probes better capture associations between BA 
deconjugation activity and BA abundance than qPCR and 16S 
sequencing because these probes reflect the overall BSH deconjuga-
tion potential of fecal microbial communities.

To investigate the potential application of BAL assays as a diag-
nostic tool, we quantified BSH activities of intact fecal slurries of 
IBD patients in active versus remission clinical status of disease. We 

choose to look at IBD because it is a very common human pathology 
for which no simple noninvasive diagnostic tools currently exists. 
In addition, it has been previously shown that IBD patients with an 
active clinical status of disease have increased concentration of con-
jugated BAs in feces, while the concentration of total secondary BAs 
is reduced (35, 36). In addition, metagenomics analysis of gut 
microbiota of patients with IBD demonstrates loss in the abundance 
of BSH gene (36). Both of these findings imply impairments in BSH 
activity in active versus remission clinical states. However, BSH 
activity of gut microbiota has never been directly quantified. The 
results obtained from incubation of intact fecal slurries of IBD 
patients with both CL and DCL probes clearly indicate significant 
reduction in BSH activity in patients with active clinical states of 
IBD. These findings position BSH as an important potential bio-
marker of gut inflammation in IBD and open an opportunity for 
simple noninvasive assessment of the response to therapy by moni-
toring restoration of fecal microbiota function while in remission.

Inspired by the exciting results in clinical fecal samples, we 
decided to further investigate the potential of the BAL method for 
clinical translation. To do it, we first decided to compare BSH activ-
ity measured in the entire GI tract versus end-point fecal samples in 
mice. Fecal samples are known to represent only a small portion of 
the gut microbiome environmental, chemical, and microbial com-
plexity that can be found along the length of the GI tract. However, 
no methods currently exist for the assessment of enzymatic activ-
ity of the entire intact GI tract, limiting our knowledge to a very 
small part of the microbiome contributing to host health. The re-
sults obtained using antibiotic-treated mice revealed 72-fold differ-
ence between the signals obtained with CL probe given orally versus 
direct incubation of the probe with the feces. These data indicate 
that end-point fecal analysis has limitations for assessment of the 
function of the entire gut microbiota and provides only limited 
information.

To demonstrate whether the BSH activity measurements in the 
entire GI tract can be clinically translated, we conducted a human 
experiment where a healthy 42-year-old female self-administered CL 
probe orally. While the final dose of the compound was about 35 times 
lower than the dose used in the mouse in vivo experiment, a strong 
signal was acquired that was 1300-fold higher than the instrumental 
background. These data are the first example of a functional assess-
ment of the entire human microbiome demonstrating the potential 
of clinical translation of this assay as a simple noninvasive diagnos-
tics for IBD and, potentially, many other human pathologies. In 
addition, this is the first example of the use of bioluminescent probes 
for a functional readout of a biological process in humans.

In conclusion, the BAL assay is the first example of quantifica-
tion of BSH activity in multiple formats including pure enzyme and 
pure bacteria, intact fecal slurries, noninvasive imaging in live 
animals, and assessment of BSH activity in the entire GI tract of 
mice and humans. Using this novel tool, we showed that accurate 
measurements of BSH activity can be an important potential bio-
marker of gut inflammation. Because the BSH activity of probiotic 
bacteria and fecal transplants has been linked to bacterial per-
sistence and to multiple health benefits for the host, we believe that 
our probes are powerful screening tools for the identification of po-
tent bacterial strains that can inhabit the gut and provide long-term 
benefits. In addition, this tool can be used for screening of existing 
and novel prebiotics that could significantly increase BSH activity 
of GI tract by causing the shift of specific bacterial taxa. Given the 
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importance of BSH in human health, this novel method could also 
become a powerful tool for elucidation of the role of BSH-mediated 
BA deconjugation and the relationship of this process to long-term 
metabolic health in response to diet, drug therapies, or bacterial 
supplementation. In addition, the current applications of the novel 
BAL assay could be expanded further when used in combinations 
with novel bioluminescent imaging platforms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemical and biochemical reagents
The procedures for chemical synthesis and characterization of novel 
compounds are summarized in the Supplementary Materials. All 
chemical reagents obtained from commercial suppliers were used 
without further purification unless noted. d-Luciferin was acquired 
from Promega, USA. 6-aminobenzo[d]thiazole-2-carbonitrile was 
obtained from Fluorochem Ltd., UK. Magnesium sulfate heptahy-
drate was obtained from Alfa Aesar GmbH, Germany. Adenosine 
5´-triphosphate (ATP) disodium salt was obtained from AppliChem 
GmbH, Germany. All other reagents were purchased from Sigma- 
Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Switzerland, including d-cysteine, CA, DCA, 
CDCA, LCA, 6′-amino-d-luciferin (d-aminoluciferin), 2-mercaptoethanol 
(ME), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) BioUltra for molecular biology, 
luciferase from Photinus pyralis (FLuc), CH from C. perfringens 
(Clostridium welchii), PA from E. coli, NaTDC, and penicillin G 
sodium salt. Linerixibat (MedChem Express) was obtained from 
Lucerna-Chem AG (Switzerland).

Chemical synthesis
The BAL probes were synthesized according to the synthetic scheme 
depicted in scheme S1. The detailed synthetic procedures, purifica-
tion, and characterization [1H and 13C nuclear magnetic resonance, 
high-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS)] of all the BAL probes 
and corresponding intermediates are summarized in the “Chemical 
Synthesis and Characterization” section in the Supplementary 
Materials . Briefly, 6-amino-benzo[d]thiazole-2-carbonitrile was 
acylated by a corresponding derivative of BA ethyl carbonic anhydride, 
followed by a reaction with d-cysteine to yield the final BAL probe 
(CL, CDCL, DCL, and LCL). Stock solutions of the BAL probes in 
DMSO at a concentration of 10 or 25 mM were prepared and stored 
at −20°C. Immediately before each experiment, the stock solutions 
of the BAL probes were diluted with appropriate buffers to achieve 
necessary concentrations.

Investigation of the selectivity of the BAL assay using 
HPLC-based enzymatic assays
Each of the BAL probes at a concentration of 500 M was first incu-
bated with a BSH family hydrolase, namely, CH from C. perfringens, 
at 10 U/ml at 37°C in a mixture of 10% DMSO in PBS supplemented 
with 10 mM ME for 0 to 3 hours. The same experiment was repeated 
with another bacterial amidase, namely, PA, which is known to cleave 
similar amide bonds, at 1000 U/ml under the same experimental 
conditions. As a negative control, all the BAL probes were incubated 
with the buffer alone to account for nonspecific hydrolysis. Aliquots 
of the reaction mixtures were taken every 10 min after reaction onset, 
and the conversion of the BAL probes to free luciferin was monitored 
by HPLC. Analytical ultraperformance liquid chromatography (UPLC) 
was performed on a Waters ACQUITY UPLC Class H instrument using 
a BEH C18 1.7 m 2.1 × 50 mm column with a 4-min gradient from 

5 to 100% acetonitrile in water containing 0.1% formic acid. The 
conversion of the BAL probes was calculated as the percentage of free 
luciferin measured, as described in a previous report (27). To ensure 
that both the CH and PA enzymes were functional, NaTDC and 
penicillin G sodium salt were used as positive controls to confirm 
enzymatic activity according to the manufacturer’s instructions (26).

Bioluminescence readout by direct addition of  
recombinant FLuc
A freshly prepared solution of recombinant FLuc (20 g/ml) in PBS 
supplemented with the necessary cofactors, namely, Mg2SO4 (2 mM) 
and ATP (2 mM), was used to quantify the amount of free luciferin 
released as the result of BSH-specific deconjugation of the BAL 
probes. In each experiment, the analyzed samples were mixed with 
luciferase solution, and the resulting mixture was transferred im-
mediately to a black flat-bottomed 96-well assay plate (reference no. 
3915, Corning, Germany), followed by quantification of the bio-
luminescent signal using an IVIS 100 imaging system (PerkinElmer, 
USA). Total photon flux was quantified using the region of interest 
(ROI) analysis of each individual well, and the average signal expressed 
as the total number of photons emitted per second per square 
centimeter per steradian was quantified using Living Image software 
(PerkinElmer, USA). A detailed description of each experiment is 
provided below.

Cell cultures
RPMI 1640 cell culture medium (reference no. A10491-01), fetal 
bovine serum (FBS) (reference no. 10270-106), PBS (pH 7.2; reference 
no. 20012-068), and HBSS (reference no. 14025-050) were obtained 
from Gibco, USA. Murine breast cancer 4T1-luc cells were obtained 
from PerkinElmer (USA). Human colon cancer Caco-2 cells that 
were stably transduced with a red-luciferase–expressing gene con-
struct (referred to here as Caco2-luc cells; CLS960002, PerkinElmer, 
USA) were a gift from SwissLumix, Switzerland. The 4T1-luc and 
Caco2-luc cells were maintained in RPMI 1640 medium supple-
mented with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (P/S) at 37°C 
in a 5% CO2 atmosphere. The cells were seeded at a density of 2 to 
3 × 103 cells/cm2 and split at 60% density to avoid differentiation.

Whole-cell–based bioluminescence readout
In this assay, we used two mammalian cell lines stably transfected 
with luciferase, namely, the 4T1-luc and Caco2-luc cells described 
above. The 4T1-luc cells were used for the experiments with pure 
enzymes, such as CH and PA, and Caco2-luc were used for all the 
other experiments because these cells produced robust and dose- 
dependent signals in complex biological environments, such as intact 
aqueous fecal slurries. In a typical experiment, the cells were plated 
at a density of 3 × 104 cells per well on clear-bottomed black-walled 
96-well tissue-culture–treated plates (reference no. 353219, Corning, 
Germany) with RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% FBS 
and incubated at 37°C for 24 to 40 hours in a 5% CO2 atmosphere 
to achieve 80 to 100% confluence. Immediately before the experiment, 
the growth medium of the cells was replaced with corresponding 
solutions of biological samples, and the resulting bioluminescent sig-
nal was quantified using an IVIS 100 charge-coupled device (CCD) 
camera as photon emission over time. As a positive control, we in-
cubated cells with either 5 M d-luciferin or 1 M d-aminoluciferin 
to account for the potential influence of experimental conditions on 
luciferase-luciferin light emission efficacy. Total photon flux was 
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quantified using ROI analysis of each individual well, and the average 
signal expressed as the total number of photons emitted per second 
per square centimeter per steradian was quantified using Living Image 
software (PerkinElmer, USA). The experiments were repeated three 
times (three wells per experiment). Total luminescence was calcu-
lated by integrating the area under the corresponding kinetic curve 
for the duration of the experiment. Normalized bioluminescence 
values were calculated as a ratio of total photon flux resulting from 
BSH-specific deconjugation of BAL probes and the total photon 
flux resulting from positive-control experiments (luciferin alone) in 
the same experimental conditions.

Comparison of recombinant FLuc-based and whole-cell–
based readout methods in various biological settings
To test the influence of pure CH enzyme on luciferase activity, a 
solution of d-luciferin (10 M, in 300 l of HBSS) was mixed with a 
solution of CH (60 U/ml, in 300 l of HBSS supplemented with 20 mM 
of ME). A solution of d-luciferin (5 M, 600 l in HBSS supple-
mented with 10 mM ME) was used as a positive control. After incu-
bation at 37°C for 1 hour, the reaction mixtures were analyzed by 
direct addition of recombinant FLuc enzyme. The resulting bio-
luminescence intensities expressed as total photon flux over 1 hour.

To compare the FLuc-based and whole-cell–based readout methods 
for analysis of BSH activity in pure bacterial cultures, solutions of 
different concentrations of L. plantarum WCFS1 [0, 105, 106, 107, 
and 108 CFU (colony-forming units)/ml] in 300 l of PBS supple-
mented with 20 mM ME were mixed with a solution of the CL 
probe (20 M in 300 l of PBS). After incubation at 37°C for 1 hour, 
the samples were centrifuged at 13,000 rpm and analyzed by the 
recombinant FLuc and whole-cell–based (4T1-luc cells) readouts as 
described above. As a positive control, we measured light produc-
tion in the d-aminoluciferin solution (2 M in PBS) under the same 
experimental conditions. The bioluminescence intensities from CL 
probe hydrolysis expressed as total photon flux were normalized to 
that of the positive control (luciferin alone) in the corresponding 
medium to calculate normalized bioluminescence.

To test the influence of fecal aqueous slurries on luciferase activity, 
a solution of d-aminoluciferin (1 M, in 300 l of PBS) was mixed 
with different dilutions of conventional mouse fecal slurries (1.0 and 
2.0 g/liter, in 300 l of PBS supplemented with 20 mM ME). A solution 
of d-aminoluciferin (1 M, in 600 l of PBS supplemented with 10 mM 
ME) was used as a positive control. After incubation of samples at 37°C 
for 1 hour, the solutions were centrifuged at 13,000 rpm and analyzed 
by both bioluminescence assays with recombinant FLuc, 4T1-luc, and 
Caco2-luc cells as described above. All bioluminescence intensities 
expressed as total photon flux were divided by that of the positive 
control (luciferin alone) to calculate normalized bioluminescence.

BSH-specific deconjugation of BAL probes by the CH, PA, 
CPA, and CPB enzyme using cell-based readout
Each of the BAL probes at concentrations of 10 M was incubated 
with CH, PA, CPA, or CPB enzymes (5 U/ml) in HBSS supplement-
ed with 10 mM ME at 37°C for 1 hour. As a negative control, all of 
the BAL probes were incubated with the buffer alone. The reaction 
mixtures were transferred to plates (three wells × 100 l) containing 
4T1-luc reporter cells for signal quantification in an IVIS 100 sys-
tem for 1 hour as described above. d-Luciferin (1 M) in the same 
experimental conditions was used as a positive control to assess 
luciferase activity.

BSH-specific deconjugation of the BAL probes by a  
pure bacterial culture of L. plantarum WSCF1 and its bsh 
deletion mutants
WT and bsh deletion mutants of L. plantarum WSCF1 were grown 
in de Man, Rogosa and Sharpe (MRS) broth (Sigma-Aldrich) at 37°C 
for 48 hours in an anaerobic jar (Oxoid, 2.5 liters) using AnaeroGen 
2.5-liter anaerobic atmosphere generation pads. Aliquots (15 ml) of 
each culture were centrifuged at 1500 rpm to pellet cells, and the cell 
pellets were washed three times with 10 ml of PBS, followed by an 
additional centrifugation at 1500 rpm and resuspension in PBS (10 ml) 
supplemented with ME (20 mM). Aliquots of the resulting suspen-
sion (200 l) were mixed with the corresponding BAL probe (20 M, 
in 200 l of PBS) or d-aminoluciferin (2 M, in 200 l of PBS) to form 
400-l reaction mixtures at final concentrations of 10 M, 1 M, 
and 10 mM for the BAL probes, d-aminoluciferin, and ME, respec-
tively. After incubation at 37°C for 1 hour, the reaction mixtures were 
centrifuged at 13,000 rpm, and the amounts of the resulting deconju-
gation product (luciferin) in the supernatants were quantified in 
triplicate using Caco2-luc luciferase-expressing cells as described 
above (see cell-based bioluminescence assay). CFU concentrations 
were assessed by inoculating serial dilutions on MRS agar (Roth, 
Germany). WT and bsh deletion mutants of L. plantarum WCFS1 
were a gift of W. M. de Vos from Wageningen University, Finland.

BAL probe deconjugation in mouse and human  
fecal samples
Fresh fecal pellets were collected from conventional mice, frozen, 
and stored at −20°C. For germ-free and conventional mice, fecal 
samples (ca. 100 mg) were soaked in PBS supplemented with 20 mM ME 
(2 ml) for 30 min and then mechanically disrupted by vortex. After pre-
cipitation of coarse particles, supernatant was taken, and the volume 
was adjusted by the corresponding buffer to the desired concentration 
(g/liter) immediately before use in the BAL assay. To generate heat- 
inactivated mouse feces, a freshly prepared sample was heated in a screw- 
capped glass vial at 121°C for 30 min, followed by the same analysis.

Similar to the procedure with mouse feces, frozen human fecal 
samples (ca. 1 to 2 mg) were suspended in PBS supplemented with 
20 mM ME at a concentration of 1 g/liter. In each experiment, aliquots 
of 200 l were taken from individual samples, mixed, and incubated 
with the corresponding solutions of BAL probes (20 M in 200 l of 
PBS) or d-aminoluciferin control (2 M in 200 l of PBS) for 1 hour 
at 37°C followed by centrifugation at 13,000 rpm and transfer of the 
resulting supernatants to plates (three wells × 100 l) containing 
Caco2-luc reporter cells for signal quantification in an IVIS 100 sys-
tem for 1 hour as described above. Feces collection and analyses of 
healthy human fecal samples were approved by the Lausanne ethical 
committee under the license of CER-VD 489/14 and by the University 
of North Carolina Chapel Hill Institutional Review Board approval 
no. 14-2049. Feces collection and analysis of fecal samples of patients 
with IBD were approved by the Health Ethics Committee and Clinical 
Research Committee of the Beatriz Ângelo Hospital, Loures, Portugal, 
reference no: 0028/2014_RMEB.

Deconjugation levels of the BAL probes in various biological 
settings with different levels of BSH activity
In the experiments with pure CH enzyme, solutions of each of the 
BAL probes (20 M in 200 l of HBSS) or firefly d-luciferin 
control (10 M in 200 l of HBSS) were mixed with solutions of CH 
(200 l of HBSS supplemented with 20 mM ME at 0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.1, 
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0.2, 1, 2, 10, and 20 U/ml). After incubation at 37°C for 1 hour, the 
solutions were transferred to a 96-well plate (three wells × 100 l) 
containing 4T1-luc reporter cells, and the resulting bioluminescent 
signal was quantified for 1 hour as described above (see whole-cell–
based bioluminescence assay).

In the experiments with pure bacterial cultures, solutions of each 
of the BAL probes (20 M in 200 l of PBS) or d-aminoluciferin 
control (2 M in 200 l of PBS) were mixed with serial dilutions of 
WT L. plantarum WCFS1 (200 l of PBS supplemented with 20 mM 
ME at 0, 0.002, 0.004, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 1, and 2 × 
108 CFU/ml). After incubation at 37°C for 1 hour, the reaction mixtures 
were centrifuged at 13,000 rpm and transferred to a 96-well plate 
(three wells × 100 l) containing Caco2-luc reporter cells for signal 
quantification for 1 hour as described above.

In the experiments with mouse fecal samples, solutions of each 
of the BAL probes (20 M in 200 l of PBS) or d-aminoluciferin 
control (2 M in 200 l of PBS) were mixed with dilutions of vor-
texed mouse fecal slurries (200 l in PBS supplemented with 20 mM 
ME at 0, 0.8, 1.6, 2.4, 3.2, 4.0, 20.0, and 40.0 g/liter). After incuba-
tion at 37°C for 1 hour, the solutions were transferred to a 96-well 
plate (three wells × 100 l) containing Caco2-luc reporter cells for 
signal quantification for 1 hour as described above.

In the experiments with human fecal samples, solutions of each 
of the BAL probes (20 M in 200 l of PBS) or d-aminoluciferin 
control (2 M in 200 l of PBS) were mixed with dilutions of human 
fecal transplant from OpenBiome, USA (200 l in PBS supplemented 
with 20 mM ME at 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, and 
10.0 g/liter). After incubation at 37°C for 1 hour, the reaction mixtures 
were transferred to a 96-well plate (three wells × 100 l) containing 
Caco2-luc reporter cells for signal quantification using an IVIS 100 
system for 1 hour as described above.

Fecal DNA extraction and sequencing
Microbial and BA analyses of healthy human fecal samples were 
approved by the Lausanne ethical committee under the license of 
CER-VD 489/14 and by the University of North Carolina Chapel 
Hill Institutional Review Board approval no. 14-2049. Frozen aliquots 
(250 mg) of fecal samples were prepared with a coring technique 
using a CryoXtract CXT350 (Woburn MA, USA). Approximately 
50 mg of each sample was processed using the MO BIO PowerMag 
Soil DNA Isolation Kit (MO BIO Laboratories Inc., CA, USA) 
according to the manufacturer’s specifications. An amplicon library 
of partial 16S rRNA genes was produced according to the methods 
outlined by Caporaso et al. (43). Briefly, we used primers targeting 
the V4 region of the 16S ribosomal genes at positions 515 to 806 
(E. coli numbering), composed of the Illumina adapters, pad, barcode 
(forward primer only), and gene-specific nucleotides. Details on the 
primer design can be found at http://earthmicrobiome.org/emp- 
standard-protocols/16s/. The resulting PCR products from three 
reactions per sample were combined and cleaned using the Agencourt 
AMPure XP system (Beckman Coulter Life Sciences, IN, USA). The 
cleaned amplicons were then quantified using PicoGreen double- 
stranded DNA reagent, and an equal amount of amplicon from 
each sample was pooled into a single tube and sequenced on a MiSeq 
instrument using v2 chemistry.

Data processing
Sequences were demultiplexed from fastq files according to the specific 
barcode introduced at the PCR step. Quality filtering and chimera 

removal were performed with MOTHUR (44) and UCHIME (45). The 
resulting sequences were then clustered into operational taxonomic 
units (OTUs) at 97% sequence identity in QIIME (46) using the closed 
reference picking method against the Greengenes gg_13_5 dataset 
(https://greengenes.secondgenome.com/?prefix=downloads/
greengenes_database/gg_13_5/), followed by rarefaction to 25,000 
sequences per sample from which Bray-Curtis distances (47), and 
taxon abundances were determined (34).

BA analysis
BA quantification was performed using a UPLC-HRMS system. 
Materials and detailed methods are listed in the Supplementary 
Materials. Briefly, 1500 l of MeOH:H2O (2:1) with 0.1% (v/v) formic 
acid was added to 100 mg of lyophilized feces. The samples were 
homogenized with ceramic beads, and the extracted supernatant was 
removed and stored at −80°C. The fecal extracts (50 l) were mixed 
with internal standards before solid-phase extraction. The dry extracts 
were reconstituted in 100 l of 30% acetonitrile in water (v/v). To 
quantify BAs in the samples, 20 l of each sample was injected for 
UPLC- HRMS. BA quantification was performed on a QExactive 
Hybrid Quadrupole-Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, MA, USA). The instrument was equipped with a Thermo 
Accela 1250 UPLC pump and CTC PAL Analytics autosampler (Zwingen, 
Switzerland) for UPLC. The reversed-phase chromatographic method 
consisted of the following mobile phase system: (i) 5 mM ammonium 
acetate + 0.1% (v/v) formic acid in water and (ii) 0.1% (v/v) formic 
acid in acetonitrile. An ACQUITY UPLC HSS T3 1.8 m 2.1 × 100 mm 
column was used for BA separation at an operating temperature of 
40°C. The MS parameters were as follows: full MS = 370 to 522 
(centroid acquisition), resolution = 70,000, negative polarity, and 
automatic gain control target = 5 × 105. The LC-MS HR system was 
operated using XCalibur 2.2 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The data 
files were processed into result files using TraceFinder 3.0 (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific).

Imaging and quantification of BSH activity in transgenic 
reporter mice (FVB + luc) using the CL and DCL probes
Transgenic luciferase reporter mice [referred to as FVB + luc, an 
abbreviation of FVBTg (CAG-luc,-GFP)L2G85Chco/J] were purchased 
from the Jackson laboratory (USA) and maintained in the Center of 
PhenoGenomics (CPG) at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology 
(EPFL) animal facility under a standard 12-hour light/12-hour dark 
cycle with food and water provided ad libitum. Animal experiments 
were approved by the Veterinary Authority of the Canton Vaud, 
Switzerland (license no. 2849c).
Demonstration of linear correlation between the whole-body 
bioluminescent signal and oral doses of luciferin
Nine female FVB + luc mice (46 to 50 weeks old) were divided into 
three groups (three mice per group). Each group of mice received 
oral gavage of aminoluciferin solution in 100 l of sterile PBS in the 
doses of 10, 50, or 100 nmol per mouse. Five minutes later, the mice 
were anesthetized using isoflurane, placed in the IVIS Spectrum 
(PerkinElmer, USA), and imaged for 1 hour. Images were acquired 
every minute using the following settings: auto exposure, field of 
view D, aperture F1, and binning medium. Total photon flux was 
calculated by integration of the corresponding kinetic curves. Mean 
value of total photon flux per each group was plotted against the 
aminoluciferin concentration. Line fitting was performed using least- 
squares method.
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Demonstration of linear correlation between the bioluminescent 
signal from the fecal samples and oral doses of luciferin
Eight Swiss nude mice (42 to 44 weeks old) divided in four groups re-
ceived an oral gavage of different doses of luciferin (0.02, 0.1, 0.2, or 
0.5 mg dissolved in 100 l of sterile PBS). Animals were placed separately 
in clean cages (one mouse per cage), and feces were collected within a 
24-hour period. Feces were then dried and weighed. For the detection 
of luciferin, dry fecal material was homogenized in water (2 × 5 ml) 
and spun down by centrifugation (3500 rpm). Resulting supernatants 
were diluted with Eagle’s Minimum Essential Medium (EMEM) 
medium (1:10). Amounts of luciferin were quantified using whole-
cell–based bioluminescent readout in 4T1-luc cell as described above.
Antibiotic treatment experiment
The level of the BSH activity was measured using BAL probes be-
fore and after intervention in vivo using FVB + luc mice (e.g., antibiotic 
or probiotic treatments). To measure the uncaging potential in the basal 
state, the mice (n = 5 per group) were maintained for 7 days in indi-
vidually vented cages and supplied with sterile bedding, food (standard 
mouse chow), and water. CL and DCL probes were administered to 
mice via oral gavage (50 nmol of probe in 100 l of sterile PBS). The 
mice were allowed to rest for 30 min before being anesthetized with 
isofluran and imaged in an IVIS Spectrum system (PerkinElmer, USA). 
The whole-body bioluminescence signal was quantified using auto-
matic acquisition settings over the course of 3 hours (baseline control). 
For the antibiotic treatment, the mice were transferred to new cages 
with fresh bedding, and their drinking water was supplemented with 
a combination of four antibiotics referred as AVNM cocktail [ampicillin 
(1.0 g/liter), vancomycin (0.5 g/liter), neomycin (1.0 g/liter), and metro-
nidazole (1.0 g/liter)] supplemented with glucose (50 g/liter) as a 
sweetener for 7 days as described previously (31). On day 8, each 
animal was administered 50 nmol of either CL or DCL of BAL probes 
via oral gavage in 100 l of sterile PBS and allowed to rest for 30 min 
before being anesthetized and imaged using an IVIS Spectrum sys-
tem. The whole-body bioluminescence signal was quantified using 
automatic acquisition settings over the course of 3 hours (after AVNM). 
The ratio of the total photon flux for each animal after antibiotic 
treatment (after AVNM) over untreated state (baseline control) 
gavaged with either CL or DCL probe was calculated.
Probiotic treatment experiment
In the probiotic experiment, the signal resulting from DCL probe was 
measured from each mouse (baseline control) as described above 
for two study groups (n = 5) after administration of 50 nmol of the 
DCL probe in 100 l of sterile PBS. After 3 days, the first group of 
mice was treated with type of L. plantarum WCFS1 (L. plantarum W), 
while the second group received bsh1–4 deletion mutant (L. plantarum 
bsh1–4) by oral gavage of ca. 1 × 109 CFU/ml in 100 l of sterile 
PBS, followed by oral gavage of 50 nmol of the DCL probe in 100 l 
of sterile PBS. The mice were allowed to rest for 30 min before being 
anesthetized and imaged in an IVIS Spectrum system as described 
above. The whole-body bioluminescence signal was quantified using 
automatic acquisition settings over the course of 3 hours in untreated 
state (baseline control) and after treatment with either L. plantarum 
WT or L. plantarum bsh1–4. The ratio of the total photon flux for 
each animal treated with either L. plantarum WT or L. plantarum 
bsh1–4 and its corresponding untreated state (baseline control) 
was calculated.
Prebiotic treatment experiment
In the prebiotic experiment, the signal resulting from DCL probe 
was measured from each mouse (baseline control) for three study 

groups (n = 5) after oral administration of 100 nmol of the DCL 
probe in 100 l of sterile PBS and 30 min of resting after probe 
administration. Then, the first group of mice received inulin (Alfa 
Aesar) added to drinking water (10%), the second group received 
an inulin-FOS 1:1 mixture (PiLeJe Laboratiore, France) suspended 
in drinking water (10%), and the control group received normal 
drinking water. After treatment for 20 days, the signal from DCL 
probe was measured again from each animal as described above. The 
whole-body bioluminescence signal was quantified using automatic 
acquisition settings 3 hours after administration of the probe in un-
treated state (baseline control) and after treatment with prebiotics 
(inulin or FOS). The ratio of the total photon flux for each animal 
treated with either inulin or FOS to corresponding untreated state 
(baseline control) was calculated and normalized to an average sig-
nal of the control group.
In vivo IBAT inhibition
To exclude contribution of IBATs to the unspecific cleavage of the 
BAL probes, we tested the effect of the IBAT inhibitor GSK2330672 
or linerixibat (10 mg/kg) (32) on the bioluminescent signal from the 
DCL probe in mice. A group of FVB + luc (n = 4) were imaged with 
the DCL probe (100 nmol per animal orally, at 3-hour time point) 
to estimate a basal level of bioluminescent signal (control). Two 
days later, the mice orally received a dose of linerixibat (10 mg/kg in 
100 l of sterile PBS). After 2 hours, the animals were imaged with 
the DCL probe (100 nmol per animal orally, at 3-hour time point) 
to assess the level of bioluminescent signal under inhibition condi-
tions (linerixibat). The whole-body bioluminescence signal was 
quantified using automatic acquisition settings. The data represent 
the total photon flux normalized to control experiment.
Hepatotoxicity assay
Toxicity of the CL probe in mice was assessed by an AST activity 
assay kit (Sigma-Aldrich). The AST assay was performed in blood 
samples taken before and 24 hours after oral gavage of the probe 
(100 nmol per animal) in a group of FVB + luc mice (n = 3) according 
to the supplier’s instruction. The AST levels were within a normal 
range for mice (50 to 100 U/ml), and no statistically significant 
increase in signal was observed after the treatment.

Comparison of BSH activity measured in the entire GI tract 
versus end-point fecal samples
Swiss nude mice were purchased from Charles River Laboratories 
(France) and maintained in the CPG at the EPFL animal facility under 
a standard 12-hour light/12-hour dark cycle with food and water 
provided ad libitum. In the in vivo experiments when CL probes 
were orally gavaged, the mice were divided in two groups (n = 3 per 
group), placed in individually vented cages, and supplied with sterile 
bedding, food (standard mouse chow), and water. The drinking water 
of the first group was supplemented with a combination of four 
antibiotics referred as AVNM cocktail for 7 days as described pre-
viously (31), while the control group received no antibiotic. On the 
8th day of the experiment, the mice received oral gavage of CL 
probe (200 nmol of probe in 200 l of sterile PBS). The feces were 
collected 6 hours after gavage and analyzed using whole-cell–based 
bioluminescence assay as described above (see whole-cell–based 
bioluminescence assay).

In a second in vivo experiment, two groups of Swiss nude mice 
(n = 5) were subjected to the same conditions, where one of the 
groups received AVNM cocktail for 7 days as described previously 
(31), while the control group received no antibiotic. On the 8th day 
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of the experiment, the feces of the mice were collected, and the BSH 
activity was quantified by direct incubation with CL probe using 
whole-cell–based bioluminescence assay.

Quantification of BSH activity in intact GI tract of healthy 
human adult
A healthy 42-year-old female self-administered two gelatin-based 
capsules containing a total of 6.8 mg of CL probe orally at one dose. 
A sample of gut microbiota was acquired 12 hours later and analyzed 
for the presence of free luciferin using whole-cell–based bio-
luminescence assay as described above (see whole-cell–based bio-
luminescence assay). According to the internationally accepted 
practice and previously reported precedents (48, 49) as well as the 
conclusion of “Commission cantonale (VD) d’éthique de la recherche 
sur l’être humain” as of 23 July 2019, this study was not a subject to 
“human subjects research” on the basis of informed self-administration.

Data analysis
Integrated photon emission and subject measurements were analyzed 
in R version 3.4.3 with “Kite-Eating Tree” (https://cran.r-project.org/) 
using the base stats, tidyverse (v1.2.1), and broom (v0.4.4) packages. 
We used Spearman rank correlations calculated with the Hmisc 
package (v4.1-1) to qualitatively explore the relationship between 
BAs, probe uncaging, and qPCR values. One-sample t tests (in vivo 
tests only) were performed using GraphPad Prism v8.1.2 for Windows 
GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA (www.graphpad.com). 
All means and SEs for the in vitro tests are from three replicate re-
actions. Means and SEs for the in vitro tests are from five mice per 
group.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/7/6/eaaz9857/DC1

View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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